que pueden elevarse hasta dos mil metros de altura, pero que por su formación, su población, sus formas de vida, constituyen una unidad con las tierras bajas vecinas. Y llamamos ‘tierras altas’ la vasta porción de mesetas que se extienden desde México, a través de la cordillera de América Central y de los Andes de América del Sur, hasta el Norte argentino. No faltan tampoco en esta área valles profundos y grandes llanuras, pero son una prolongación de las tierras altas contiguas.«

Como conclusión de esta discusión se puede decir que la división dialectal propuesta por J. P. Rosta resulta ser, sin duda, más adecuada para la porción meridional de la América del Sur que para la parte septentrional (por razones evidentes, esta parte del continente le es menos familiar al dialectólogo uruguayo).

Para concluir, volvamos a la afirmación frecuentemente repetida de que el español hablado en los Andes venezolanos tiene un carácter marcadamente conservador o ‘godo’. En los argumentos de Á. Rosenblat, quien sostiene esta tesis, se entremezclan dos clases de hechos que es preciso distinguir con toda claridad: por un lado, los hechos lingüísticos característicos del habla andina, por el otro, la mentalidad y cultura de los habitantes de los Andes venezolanos.

«La región de Venezuela más arcaizante o tradicionalista es la de los Andes. Allí es donde se conserva más fuerte, en las fisonomías, en las costumbres, en las expresiones, el viejo sello español. ... Los páramos andinos son el refugio del tradicionalismo.»

«Y es también interesante señalar la persistencia del voseo en la región andina, la menor rebeldía frente al voseo, la más tradicionalista, la región venezolana donde tienen más prestigio las formas de la cultura y la corrección del lenguaje.»

Queremos nada más que prevenir contra el peligro de admitir un paralelismo tan total entre categorías culturales y categorías lingüísticas dentro de un mismo territorio. Por tradicionalista que sea la mentalidad del andino, su habla, por cierto, es conservadora con respecto al habla de los habitantes de las tierras bajas venezolanas, pero es menos arcaizante de lo que comúnmente se cree (cf. § 2 en comparación con la Cordillera Oriental de los Andes colombianos; § 4. a. y el retroceso del voseo). No hay que olvidar los fuertes impulsos de innovación que en la actualidad irradiadas desde los centros urbanos hacia las comunidades rurales andinas, único campo de estudio del presente trabajo.
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On the Evolution of Portuguese -ão

1. In the diachronic study of a language, there are some developments which may, by a greater or lesser effort, be reasonably explained, or at least fitted into the general pattern of the language, while other developments may exist which consistently defy elucidation or explanation. Of the unexplainable phenomena, at least two major categories may be discerned: those developments which seem totally sporadic or isolated, and those which, although mysterious, carry the promise of a hidden solution, due to striking internal consistencies, and thus merit further investigation. An example of this latter category is provided by the world-final nasal diphthong [ã ã] in Portuguese, spelled -ão or -am. This diphthong has three principal sources in the earlier stages of Portuguese; namely, -om [õ], -am [ã], and the already present -ão. These early Portuguese forms derive, in turn, from a number of Latin endings, the sum total of which is represented below:

```
   -ANT
   -ANEM
   -ANUM
   -ADGNT
   -ONEM
   -ONT
   -EDNEM
```

It is thus possible to see that a great variety of Latin endings, which were in large measure kept apart in the other Romance languages, all merged in Portuguese to the nasal diphthong -ão, which initially had a rather limited origin, as shown above. This rather startling merger naturally arouses the quest for an overall solution encompassing the entire series of developments. And thus, some of the greatest figures of Portuguese and Romance philology have responded to the quest, leaving for posteriority an impressive array of conflicting and incomplete theories, each competing for the title of a definitive solution. After so many only partially successful attempts, still another paper on the same subject may seem superfluous and indeed impertinent; for this, the author begs the indulgence of the readers. However, owing to the lack of an acceptable solution, and to the 15 years which have elapsed since the last original attempt was made to find one, it was felt that a fresh look at the problem might serve to place some of its many facets in the proper relief. Following in such giant footsteps, the present undertaking makes no claim for a definitive solution. Rather, an effort is made to survey some of the more influential studies which have dealt with the
Portuguese final -ão, and to outline their major points of strength and weakness, this being followed by a few brief remarks intended as suggestions for further research.

2. In looking over the series of mergers eventually leading to the modern Portuguese -ão, many scholars have seen in analogy the key to an ultimate solution, since the ending -ão, originally of quite limited distribution, appears to have engulfed a number of other endings. One of the first investigators to look for an explanation in analogy was Edwin Williams, who first in an article* and then in his book**, has formulated a hypothetical model of analogical creation. In order to posit analogy as a factor in linguistic change, it is first necessary to find a plausible kernel from which analogy can be assumed to have spread. Surprisingly enough, Williams finds this kernel in the verbal paradigms, although the diphthong -ão (from Latin -anum) already existed in several common nouns. For Williams, it is the verb form vão (O. Port. vają), for which he claims the etymon *vadunt, that triggered the process of analogy in the verb system. Williams notes, in many medieval texts, the spelling vão, as opposed to such forms as dam (M. Port. dão), estam (M. Port. estão), etc. and concludes that the unusual form *vadunt is at the root of such discrepancies. Huber*, however, feels that vão is in itself an analogical creation, coming from Latin vanto: "vam (vam) istn am, dam und estan angegliehen." This fact is noted by Rodrigues Lapa†, who chastizes Williams for some of his reconstructions. Replying to Lapa, Williams§ notes that Huber used data taken randomly from several time periods, while his own study had used only 'definite paleographical editions' or early texts. He also notes that Huber gives no indication of the sound that early Portuguese -am stood for.

Whatever the origin of vão, for Williams, this verb formed the prototype for other verbs like modern estão, são, dão, etc., as well as for the various tense endings in -em. From the verbs, the analogical leveling toward an ending in -ão spread to the noun, influenced by nouns already containing -ão, coming from Latin -anum: "As com mon ar verb arc mão, irmão, and cristão among nouns. And thus, for example, cam and visom became cão and visão*.

Another attempt at tracing the path of analogy in the development of final -ão comes in the richly detailed study of José Inês Louro*. The principal purpose of Louro's paper is to prove the non-Portuguese origin of such words as catalão, alemão, etc., which he does admirably. In the course of discussion, however, he briefly reviews some previous theories on the confusion of endings leading to modern Portuguese -ão, after which an alternative solution is proposed. Louro believes that the first step toward confusion occurred when the endings (spelled) -am and -om, i.e. [e], and [o], respectively, developed a paragogic final -e, thus creating a word-final hiatus: cam > *cêe, razam > *razêe, etc. The forms in *-êe then became fused with those in *-êe (p. 54): "Nessas condições, o ò da terminação fonética -êe... era natural que tivesse tendência a abri-se, a recuar o ponto de articulação por força da nasalidade em hiao... bastaria agora uma pequena influência de -êe... para que as duas terminações se identificassem foneticamente na última." The final passage of *-êe to -ão is then explained as being due to a combination of three factors. First, the existence of paradigms such as *alemâe (for alemão): alemão vs. irmão: irmã played a role in the confusion. Louro claims that forms such as alemãe would naturally evolve a final -a to comply with the general pattern for masculine singular nouns and adjectives. Second, the language already contained forms in -ão8. Finally, the word-final position in which the hypothetical diphthong *-êe found itself caused the *e to be replaced by o "por se terminar com a boca fechada".

Several difficulties arise in considering Louro's interpretation of the data. First, the hypothetical initial stage at which the paragogic e was attached to -am and -om is completely unattested, and indeed Louro gives us no indication as to why such a vowel should have been added. It is also not clear why *-êe and *-êe should have merged, since they are neatly kept apart in a variety of plural forms, as well as in such pairs as pões: pães. Turning now, to Louro's three points for the change from *-êe to -ão, the first point may be easily refuted by the plurals of the words in -ão, which retained their etymological nasal diphthongs: irmãos, pães, rações, etc. Louro's third point, that of ending a word with the mouth closed, is an unprovable assertion, and hence cannot be reckoned either for or against his other arguments. Altogether, this leaves us with the analogy with words like irmão and cristão being supported on the hypothetical changes -am > *-êe and -om > *-êe.

Following Louro, and providing the most recent attempt at finding a solution to the problem of Portuguese -ão in analogy, as well as the most recent study of the problem itself, is the paper of Gunnar Tilander*. Tilander feels that a great force toward the change -am > -ão came from the lack of the desinence -o in the earlier words, but he does not posit the intermediate stage *-êe which Louro used (p. 298):

A coexistência das palavras importadas em -am e das indígenas em -ão de palavras de uso frequente fez crer que as formas em -ão deviam-se encontrar ao lado das em -am, o que veio por consequência a formação, por via de analogia, de novas formas em -ão.

Presumably only nouns, since LOURO doubts the existence of the form *vadunt,

para as palavras cuja forma em -am existe só primitivamente. A terminação <an> -ão levou a melhor sobre -am. A razão da predominância de -ano (<-do) é manifesta. As formas em -am pareceram anormais pela falta da desinência a. Por isso não pertencem elas ao fundo próprio da língua, tendo sido tiradas de línguas estrangeiras. É por isso que se criaram as formas em -ano -ão ao lado das -am, à maneira das palavras indígenas mano, christian... etc.

Remarking further on this development, he notes (p. 302): “A terminação -am pela falta da desinência a, pareceu anormal e contra o génio da língua.” Tilander explains the change from -om > -ão as taking place in a single step, starting with som (> sōn) > sōn, modeled after dam (dān), ham (hān), ecast (estó), etc. Eventually, the ending -ão spread to all instances of -om in both nouns and verbs (p. 300): “A terminação -am (-ão) não se contentou com as vitórias obtidas sobre as desinências verbais, saindo do seu próprio domínio para fazer novas conquistas no domínio dos substantivos à terminação -om.”

Tilander’s arguments withstand attack much better than those of Louro, being based on a sounder pattern of posited developments. One may again question, however, the importance of the lack of o in the Old Portuguese words in -am, since the plural forms were not correspondingly modified. In fact, there are a number of general arguments which can be raised against any proposed solution which relies entirely on analogy. The first is the aforementioned case of the plurals of nouns and adjectives in -ão, which retain the etymological diphthongs. If analogy were such a strong force, one should surely expect the plural forms to have been leveled as well, perhaps to -ăos. Another factor which argues against a monolithic analogical approach is the wide variety of classes involved in the confusion. Not only nouns, but also verbs were affected, including the following categories: present, simple pretérito, present subjunctive, pluperfect, future, conditional, imperfect. Furthermore, the change to -ão occurred in both stressed and unstressed position. This total merger of -am and -om to -ão, free not only of grammatical but also of phonological conditioning factors, presents a serious and, at least up until now, insurmountable, obstacle to any investigator seeking the answer in simple analogical leveling.

3. Evidently feeling that explanations based on analogy provided insufficient tangible evidence, a number of scholars have attempted to find a purely phonetic basis for the rise of Portuguese -ào. One of the first to suggest that only regular sound shifts were involved was Meyer-Lübke, who tersely remarked: “Aus one entstand zunächst a... in Verbindung mit dem velaren o war der Nasal selbst velar. Durch Dissimilation entstand daraus òa und schließlich das heutige òa, das nun identisch mit dem Reflexum von -anum.” Another early investigator who evidenced favored a phonetic solution, although not as explicitly as Meyer-Lübke, was Jules Cornu. However, at another point in his monograph (p. 727), Cornu claims analogical formation for the shift of écine > de > òa. From this we may infer that, while he presented no fully worked out theory, Cornu believed that more than one factor was responsible for the general evolution of -ão.

A rather novel set of proposals was offered by Carolina Michaëlis, who states (p. 30) that the suffixes -om and -am “tiveram uma evolução curiosa: fonética no período arcaico; analogica na época de transição.” For D. Carolina, the prime motivating force behind the change of -am and -om to -ào was the desire to break the oxytonic form of such words, which sounded ‘rude’ to the Portuguese ear. Thus, she believes that the o of -ào originally had syllabic value during the epoch of confusion. The necessity of adding this final o is rather vividly portrayed: “Esses monossilabos, pronunciados talvez grosseiramente, soavam aos ouvidos de estrangeiros como ladram de cães.” Presumably, this process was later extended, by an undefined process of analogy, to all the forms which presently contain the diphthong -ào, both in stressed and in unstressed position.

Perhaps the best known of the early attempts at finding a phonetic basis for the evolution of Portuguese -ào is contained in the remarks of Leite de Vasconcellos. Like Carolina Michaëlis, Leite believed that the final sounds represented orthographically as -am and -om were unpleasant to Portuguese speakers, thus calling for remedial action (p. 143 N 6):

Suponho que em certa época repugnaram ao ouvido as vogais nasas -a e -e em fim de sílaba, e que ellas recebiam o apoio da vogal -o d’onde -ão e -êo... depois -ào desenvolveu-se em -ào, ou por dissimilação, ou por confusão com a outra terminação -ão dos nomes que vinham de -ãu e -ane, ou espontaneamente.

Thus, like D. Carolina, Leite believed that -ào was originally bisyllabic. An identical solution, although admitting of some analogical creation toward the end, may be found in the work of J. J. Nunes.

A similar proposal, although much less complete than that of Leite, was offered by E. Bourciez, who simply stated: ‘un mot a. ptg. razão se pronouncing avec une sorte de résonance razão, d’où par dissimilation razão.’ In a later study on the same topic, however, his son J. Bourciez claims that -â and -ô diphthongized

10 Analogical leveling is presently taking place in most modern Portuguese dialects, but to the statistically most common ending, -des.
13 Carolina Michaëlis de Vasconcellos, Inéditos de D. Carolina Michaëlis, Rua. 28 (1930), 16-41.
14 J. Leite de Vasconcellos, Lições de Philologia Portuguesa, Lisbon 1911, p. 139-145.
directly to -āw and -ōw without the intermediate bisyllabic stage posited by Leite, D. Carolina, and E. Bourciez.

Later investigators were quick to jump on the weaknesses of such manifestly incomplete theories. Williams notes that Leite’s reason for the fact that O. Pot. bōo became bom instead of *bōo was that bōo was still bisyllabic at the time of the events in question. But, observes Williams, Leite claimed that forms like razōm had to acquire an additional o, whence *razōo, and therefore the entire argument is circular and invalid. The same criticism may also be leveled against D. Carolina and E. Bourciez.

Leite’s theory is strongly disapproved of by Silveira Bueno, who is displeased because ‘a explicação simplicista de Leite de Vasconcellos, que a vogal o surgia como “encostou” e inaceitável porque nada explica’ (p. 79). With regard to the final remark, one wonders how many other theories would fall beneath Silveira Bueno’s axe if his criterion of acceptability were applied elsewhere. Responding thus to the challenge to find a solution, Silveira Bueno makes use of the theory of spontaneous diphthongization of Menéndez Pidal. He states (p. 79–80) that diphthongization of -am and -om was “nada mais do que consequência natural do acento intenso”, in other words, that the vowels diphthongized under the tonic stress. The question of why unstressed -am and -om also diphthongized is left for the reader to answer.

One also notices in the Portuguese language a number of words such as pām, sōm, etc., in which stressed vowels did not diphthongize in final position, as well as hundreds of words containing undiphthongized stressed nasal and oral vowels in word-internal position. Thus, before Silveira Bueno’s claims about the effects of the stress accent can be accepted, they must be further refined to account for all these discrepancies.

Although contained in one of the earliest available studies, some of the most perceptive and provocative observations on the development of Portuguese -āo may be found in the unparalleled paper of Oskar Nobiling. Nobiling noted that, especially in the Brazilian dialects which he personally studied, nasal vowels never appeared alone in word-final position, but were followed by a sort of glide element which was homorganic with the nasal vowel. His description of this process (p. 136) is worth quoting at length:

In allen andern Fällen folgt dem Nasalvokal ein gleichfalls meist flüchtiger nasaler Reibelaut, der dadurch entsteht, daß die Zunge nicht während der ganzen Zeit, in de

Turning his attention to the problem of Portuguese -āo, Nobiling observed that one could, in Brazil, hear pronunciations such as [bōā] for bom and [lāw] or [lās] for lá. He therefore postulated that, in Medieval Portuguese, -am and -om diphthongized spontaneously to -āo and -ōw, respectively, after which -ōw further developed to -āo, through a process of “dissimilation”. Again, the question as to why this subsequent dissimilation should have occurred is left unanswered.

4. In dealing with the evolution of Portuguese -āo, there is one major problem which has been neglected until this point, but which has provided a stumbling block that has impeded or even halted every attempt at a solution. This is the existence, in modern Portuguese, of words with stressed word-final [ā] and [ō], words such as lá, irmã, bom, som, etc. Historically, the forms in -ā came from Latin -āNA, while those in -om derive from Latin -ōNUM. The existence of these forms thus poses a question which must be answered by any scholar aspiring to a complete solution: why didn’t such forms as lá and bom evolve in the same manner as other medieval Portuguese words in -am and -om to yield *lāo and *bōo? The answers to this question have been many, and the controversy equally abundant. Some investigators, finding no answer, chose to remain silent on this topic, and therefore their studies are automatically rendered incomplete. Others, however, met the challenge with a wide variety of proposed solutions.

Carolina Michealis states that words like bom and dom were not true examples of word-final nasal vowels, since they were frequently found in combinations like bom dia, Dom Antônio, etc. However, such words may in fact appear phrase-finally in expressions such as é bom, etc. In addition, there remains the problem of the words in -ā, a matter which D. Carolina refrains from mentioning.

Leite de Vasconcellos asks himself why lá, bom, etc. didn’t evolve into the diphthong -āo. He then answers his own question: “É que lá vem de láa < lat. lana e bā de bōo < lat. bōnum, e na época em que pā se transformou em pāo, e razō em razāo ainda láa e bōo não haviam evolucionado em láa e bōo, e não podiam pois amoldar-se a pā e razō.” Leite thus believes that the final (orthographic) vowels of the early forms láa, bōo, etc., had syllabic value, thus preventing the nasal vowel from diphthongizing. However, as Williams, Silveira Bueno, and others were quick to point out, Leite also claimed that razō acquired a final (syllabic) o before evolving to razāo; thus, the whole lot should have fallen together. The fact that it didn’t sends Leite’s entire argument to the linguistic junkpile, together with those of Carolina Michealis and E. Bourciez.

18 From Latin to Portuguese, p. 178; also “The Portuguese final -āo”.
19 FRANCISCO DA SILVEIRA BUENO, A formação histórica da Língua Portuguesa, Rio de Janeiro 1958, p. 79.
21 CAROLINA MICHEALIS DE VASCONCELLOS, op. cit., p. 27.
Following along much the same lines, Nobiling\textsuperscript{23} believes that the forms written in -\textit{âo} and -\textit{ão} were distinguished from those in -\textit{am} and -\textit{om} through their "quantity", even though they were monosyllabic. This statement has, in turn, been questioned by Williams\textsuperscript{24}, who wonders, for example, what the difference is between an originally single \textit{ã} and a "contracted" \textit{ã}. Like the other analogy-centered studies, however, Williams himself offers no alternative solution, merely remarking that the existence of forms like \textit{lá} and \textit{bom} renders Nobiling's theory untenable. How his own theory is saved from confrontation with these forms we are left to guess.

In his study on the Portuguese nasal diphthongs, J. Bourciez\textsuperscript{25} claims that, while the forms in -\textit{am} and -\textit{om} were diphthongized directly, forms like \textit{bôo} and \textit{lâa} remained unaltered, since they were still bisyllabic. This argument does not share with those of Leite the defect of circularity, since in claiming that -\textit{am} and -\textit{om} were immediately diphthongized, there is no reason to suppose that a pair like \textit{bôo: razom} would have suffered the same fate. Responding to this claim of Bourciez, however, Louro\textsuperscript{26} declares: "Além doutras insufícências ou incertezas ... note-se que a hipótese da manutenção do o final, fonético, em bôo é pouco ou nada provável." This rejoinder may well be true, but nowhere in his paper does Louro offer an alternative solution; in fact he ignores the problem altogether. The same criticism may be leveled against the other studies which have claimed an analogical basis for the evolution of Portuguese -\textit{âo}. These studies have unanimously condemned attempts at finding a phonetic solution, particularly as regards the treatment of \textit{lâ}, \textit{bom}, etc., but a counterexplanation for the differential treatment of the latter forms has never been offered.

5. In the preceding sections a number of studies have been reviewed which attempted to explain the development of Portuguese -\textit{âo}, resulting from several mergers. It has been seen, in particular, that explanations based entirely on analogy leave many questions unanswered, and do not adequately account for the fact that the merger of -\textit{am} and -\textit{om} to -\textit{âo} took place both in stressed and in unstressed position, in all grammatical categories. Such explanations have also left untouched the problem of why words like \textit{bom}, \textit{lâ}, etc., did not undergo the usual process of diphthongization, as well as the problem of the various plural forms of nouns in -\textit{âo}, which should have been analogically "levelled". On the other hand, theories based on a purely phonetic change, while possessing much intrinsic appeal, have also been by and large insufficient, either through inherent defects or through lack of detail. For example, even if -\textit{am} and -\textit{om} had spontaneously diphthongized, the phonetic theories are hard-pressed to explain the eventual merger of *-\textit{ãw} to -\textit{âo}.

\textsuperscript{23} NOBILING, op. cit., p. 151–152.
\textsuperscript{24} WILLIAMS, From Latin to Portuguese, p. 179.
\textsuperscript{25} BOURCIEZ, op. cit., p. 61–62, 65.
\textsuperscript{26} LOURO, op. cit., p. 55 N.

It may well be the case that a complete solution to the problem of Portuguese -\textit{âo} is beyond the reach of the current state of knowledge. However, before abandoning all hope it should be noted that in many ways the two opposing theories, that of analogy and that of spontaneous phonetic change, are complementary. That is to say, that some of the problems which remain unsolved by the one theory may perhaps be fitted into the other, and vice versa. Therefore, before concluding this survey, I should like to make some highly tentative suggestions in an attempt to synthesize some of the more astute observations of the earlier studies.

As a preliminary observation, it should be mentioned that, contrary to the opinion of Leite (\textit{Língua}, p. 140), the final e of Latin forms like \textit{râtône}, \textit{canê}, etc., was lost before either the loss of intervocalic n in Portuguese or the general process of vowel nasalization\textsuperscript{27}. Therefore -\textit{om} and -\textit{am} did not derive from the earlier *-\textit{âne} and *-\textit{âne}, as Leite believes. This may be further demonstrated by looking at the dialects of Galicia, where intervocalic \textit{n} was lost, as in Portuguese, but where final \textit{n} was conserved. Here we find forms like \textit{can}, \textit{pan}, etc., pointing to the early apocope of the final e. In fact, Grandgent\textsuperscript{28} believes that final e fell very early throughout all of Romance, probably before the eighth century. Thus, there can be no question of -\textit{am} and -\textit{om} already being diphthongs in early Portuguese.

Returning to the subject of the nasal diphthongs, it is noteworthy that all instances of word-final nasal vowels in Portuguese became diphthongized\textsuperscript{29}. Not only did -\textit{am} and -\textit{om} merge as [\textit{ãw}], but -\textit{em} became [\textit{êj}], which is still the way it is pronounced in many Portuguese dialects. This exceptionless diphthongization of final nasal vowels cannot be readily explained by any currently available theory of analogy, but points instead to a spontaneous process, at least in the initial stages. In trying to imagine the actual mechanism of such a spontaneous diphthongization, the general observations of Nobiling cited earlier are quite helpful. Nobiling has observed, in many modern Portuguese dialects, that word-final nasal vowels do not stand alone, but are followed by "ein nasaler Reibelaute". The reasons for this diphthongization, on the other hand, either in the contemporary dialects, or in medieval Portuguese, are difficult if not impossible to ascertain with any degree of accuracy. It may be, as suggested by Carolina Michaëlis, that word-final stressed nasal vowels sound somehow harsh and unacceptable. However, this does not explain the diphthongization of unstressed final nasal vowels, as mentioned above. A further point to be made here is that there is no evidence, either in the early rhymes or in the modern dialects, that

\textsuperscript{28} C. H. GRANDGENT, An Introduction to Vulgar Latin, New York 1934, p. 102.
\textsuperscript{29} It is of course irrelevant whether or not \textit{am} and \textit{om} diphthongized to \textit{ã} and \textit{âw}, since there was no other vowel to which these diphthongs could assimilate, being already as high as possible. One can hear, however, in various modern Portuguese dialects, the diphthongized pronunciation of final \textit{am} and \textit{om}.
the o of -ão coming from -am and -om ever had syllabic value. This lack of evidence also fails to support those theories which claimed that the o arose to conform to the masculine-singular pattern, as does the fact that the final -em, stressed or unstressed, also diphthongized.

Another possible factor to be considered is the stress accent, as suggested by Silveira Bueno. More than tonic stress, however, must have entered into the picture to diphthongize unstressed nasal vowels as well. The factor of analogy could perhaps be brought in at this point, except that there is no evidence that stress -am was diphthongized any earlier than its unstressed counterpart. It is also noteworthy that stressed oral vowels did not ordinarily diphthongize, nor did stressed vowels in word-internal position.

The remarks of Nobiling suggest that the answer may lie in a purely physiological explanation; i.e., that speakers find it difficult to release a word-final nasal vowel without some sort of accompanying glide element. For such a glide element to become firmly fixed in pronunciation would not be an impossible state of affairs, for one has only to look at the numerous developments in Portuguese such as TELAM > tea [tía] > tela [têla].

Nobiling noted, in the dialects he studies, a tendency for -ã to become [aβ], and -ê to become [eβ]. His observations are far from being unique, for the literature abounds with similar statements. For example, in his compendium of dialectological studies, Leite de Vasconcellos noted the shift of -ã to -a in Entre Douro e Minho.

In the superbly detailed study of the 'carioc' dialect of Rio de Janeiro, undertaken by António Houaiss, one finds the complete spontaneous shift of -ê to -ã, thus lending further support to the theory of spontaneous diphthongization. The spontaneous diphthongization of -ã has even been recorded in the remote dialects of Goa by Dalgado (p. 65).

If one accepts the fact that old Portuguese -am and -om spontaneously diphthongized, for whatever reason, the next question which must be faced is the change from *-ão to -ã. It is clear that such a change may be viewed as a process of dissimilation, but it is not equally evident that dissimilation may be taken as the actual cause of the shift, as suggested by Nobiling, Bourciez, and others. Speaking of this shift, for example, Bourciez remarks: "L'o ... devient d'abord [õ], puis la différence d'aperture augmente entre les deux éléments et l'on a [ã] par suite d'une consolidation dont le premier élément fait ici les frais." This statement, while evidently intended as an explanation, is in reality nothing more than a simple description of the net results. In addition, it is not strictly accurate to state that the change from *-ão to -ã resulted in an increase in aperture, for -ã is realized as [ã], and the same pronunciation was also in effect during the merger of -am and -om to -ã. The vowel [ã] is not generally lower than [õ], but is a fronted and unrounded transform of it. The vowel [õ] has served as a point of convergence for many diphthongal modifications in Portuguese. For example, in both the nasal diphthongs, and (in many dialects) the oral diphthongs whose first element was a, this vowel has been raised to [ã].

Also, in many dialects of Portugal, including the dialects of Lisbon and Coimbra, the diphthongs [ei] and [ei] have been modified to [ẽ] and [ã], respectively. This convergence may be rather strikingly demonstrated by a schematic representation such as the following:

\[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{i} \\
\uparrow \\
\text{e} \rightarrow \text{ã} \leftarrow \text{o} \\
\text{a} \quad \text{c}
\end{array} \]

If, as the developments in Portuguese strongly suggest, the diphthongal convergence phenomena described above are more than mere coincidence, then the nasal diphthong *-ão, resulting from the diphthongization of -om, could logically be expected to evolve to -ã, if it were to evolve at all. While the tendency for the first element of diphthongs to converge may well have provided the impetus for the evolution of *-ão to -ã, it is likely that analogy also played an important role in this process. The final merger of -om and -ã appears to have occurred after -am and -ã had merged, and thus the diphthong -ã was by this time quite common, being found not only in nouns but in a large number of verb forms as well. Thus, a well-established pattern was available upon which the change of *-ão to -ã could be based. At this point, a slightly modified version of Tilandier's theory, cited earlier, would admirably fit the situation.

The analogical possibilities, together with the general convergence of diphthongs, provide a plausible, although certainly not foolproof, theory for the shift of -om to -ã. A further problem encountered by proponents of a purely analogical theory,
that of the divergent plural forms of words in -ão, may be rather simply explained under the theory of spontaneous diphthongization. Since the plural forms already contained diphthongs (as well as a final consonant), there would be no reason for further modification.

The final matter which must be dealt with concerns the modern Portuguese form in -á and -am. As noted above, such forms are now undergoing diphthongization in many contemporary Portuguese dialects. One must nonetheless face the question of why these forms did not participate in the general merger of -am, -om, and -ão in early Portuguese. Those studies which have attempted to answer this question have all assumed that the forms in question, coming from Latin words in -ANA and -ONUM, contained a final vowel which was in some way lengthened or otherwise differentiated from the other words in -am and -om. While opponents of such theories have been harsh in their criticism, the striking fact remains that it was precisely those forms whose endings resulted from the loss of a between two similar vowels which apparently remained unaffected. Clearly, then, there was some factor other than a remote etymological difference which served to distinguish just those words. Claiming that the vowels in the early forms written as bõo, lõa, etc., were phonemically geminated is, however, difficult for many to accept, since phonemic vowel length disappeared during the Vulgar Latin period, and it is unlikely that it would have been reintroduced many centuries later merely to distinguish a handful of forms.

Considering, first, those forms presently ending in -om, it is interesting to note that they all derive from Latin -ONUM; i.e. with the first vowel of the ending being the short, open a: BÔNUM > bom, TÔNUM > tom, SÔNUM > som, *DÔNUM > dûm, etc. This is significant since it may be seen that when the intervocalic n fell, it left behind two unlike vowels in hiatus: the first, an open (nasalized) [õ], and the second, a closed [õ], later probably raised to [u]. Thus, immediately following the loss of n a form such as bõo would have been realized as [bûu] or [bûu]. Such a hiatus of two unlike vowels differs from a single vowel of extra length in that it is a reasonably stable configuration, which could exist indefinitely. The nasalization of the first vowel could slowly spread to the second vowel, as happened with the other nasal diphthongs. Thus, if forms like bõo were pronounced with two dissimilar vowels in hiatus at the time of the confusion of endings, these forms would remain untouched by the entire process. At some point after the general merger of nasal diphthongs, the final o or u of words like bõo, being unstressed, could have reduced to a glide, thus producing a diphthong. Such a diphthong, occurring after the other nasal diphthongs had fallen together, would not necessarily have to become [bw], but could simply instead to [õ], much as the oral diphthong ou [ou] has simplified to [o] in most parts of the Portuguese-speaking world. It is, however, not even necessary to assume that words like *[bûu] actually became diphthongs, for the history of Portuguese -ão characterized by the reduction of hiatus combinations by way of a single vowel, for example: SÔLAM > soo > só [sõ], SAGITTAM > saeta > seta [seta], MAIÔREM > moar > mor [mõr]. Thus, following a long line of parallel developments, a form such as "bõu" could have simplified to [bõ], its present realization, without going through the diphthong stage. Such a path of development actually appears more plausible, since by posing no intermediate diphthongized stage, there is no room for confusion with the words in -ão. When the pronunciation of such words reached [õ], the diphthongization and shift toward -ã could occur, which is happening today in many Portuguese dialects, as noted above.

Some special factor also prevented the words in -á from joining in the early shift to -ão. Again, it seems more than coincidental that it should be just those forms resulting from the loss of n between two a's which should be distinguished. One possible explanation for this fact may lie in the treatment of unstressed final a. In most modern dialects of Portuguese, unstressed final a is realized as [a], and it is likely that this pronunciation is very old, dating to the earliest stages of the language. If this is so, then following the loss of intervocalic n, forms like lão were probably pronounced "lau". The actual phonetic result would not be discernible as a hiatus of two discrete vowels, but rather as a sort of 'vowel of changing color', much as in the pronunciation of the word hear in parts of the southern United States. Such a variable aperture, while not creating a true diphthong, would nonetheless be sufficient to prevent early Portuguese forms like lão from shifting to -ão. Once the two a's came together, with the full nasalization of the first a to [õ], the resulting ending in [õ] would be susceptible to diphthongization just as the other forms in -am, and such diphthongization is taking place in many contemporary dialects.

6. A definitive solution to the problem of Portuguese -ão will probably not be forthcoming anytime in the near future, and most certainly does not emerge from the remarks contained in the preceding section. The purpose of this paper was to bring to light some interesting observations, and to present some very tentative guidelines for future research. If this study serves to reopen discussion on this hitherto unresolved problem, it will have more than fulfilled its purpose.
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